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Abstract

For our tutorials, we will need a variety of software packages. Please
follow the instructions below to make sure that your computer is ready to
be used for exercises/tasks that are part of this course.

1 Linux Environment

While there are potentially ways to compile/install/run all the required software
in a Windows or MacOS environment, for the sake of simplicity and to account
for its dominant role in numerical/computational sciences, we will work on Linux
instead. If you have no Linux installed on your computer (or prefer not to make
any alterations to your main OS), we will briefly guide you how to install & run
CosmoBox, a virtual Linux machine. If you already have a Linux installed and
want to use it instead, please skip Section 1.1 and read Section 1.2 instead.

1.1 Virtual Linux / CosmoBox

Installation of VirtualBox

As a first step, we need to install VirtualBox, an open-source software that
provides a host for the virtual machine (VM) we want to run with Linux. You
can download a free version for your OS from

https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Downloads

Once it is downloaded, open the installer and follow the instructions. Once the
installation is finished, you should be able to open the GUI:
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Download & Import CosmoBox

With the installation of the virtual machine finished, we now have to download
the linux image we want to run on it. As mentioned, we are choosing CosmoBox,
which can be downloaded here

https://cosmologist.info/CosmoBox/

(Search for the alternative direct Download link in the Desktop section)

and has already most of the software we need installed in it.

Now open VirtualBox again and click the ’Import’ button on the top right
(alternatively select File > Import Appliance in the Menu). Another win-
dow will open and ask you to select a file for the appliance you with to import.
Select the CosmoBox2019-1.ova, you downloaded in the previous step.

In the next step, you have to configure the VM i.e. pick the number of CPUs
and RAM you want to assign to your virtual Linux and decide where to store
the imported image among other setttings

Usually the defaults are reasonable, so you can simply finish the process by
clicking the ’Import’ button at the bottom.

After finishing the import, you should be back at the main window and your
freshly imported Linux VM should be now listed on the left. Once you select
it, it should look like this
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You can now start up your Linux VM by hitting the start button. After a short
boot process, you should be greeted by the Desktop environment

You may maximise the window or even switch to Full-Screen Mode (see View

Menu). Once you interact with the VM, it will also notify you that it will
capture your mouse and/or keyboard input. Take your time to read the popup
notifications to understand how to switch it off again (by default the right CTRL
button is defined as the home key that allows you to switch between such modes).

Congratulations. You have now your own virtual Linux machine. Feel free
to play around with it. If you are not familiar with Linux yet, you can find
some slides with a short, but hopefully instructive introduction at

http://icg.port.ac.uk/~schewtsj/linux_induction.pdf

Notice that using the VM (in this configuration) is (almost) completely risk-free
(hence the term sandbox environment). Nothing you do within it, can affect,
let alone damage your host OS. In the worst case, you may wreck the Linux
installation within, which can be then easily restored by simply deleting and
importing the CosmoBox VM again. All you would lose in such a scenario is
the data you created / stored within the VM.

While CosmoBox has already a lot of tools pre-installed that we need, there
are still a few additional bits and pieces we need to add ourselves. Please pro-
ceed to Section 2 for detailed instructions.
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1.2 Local Linux

If you wish to use your own, pre-installed Linux, you can do so, but you will
then have make sure that you have the packages installed that we need and have
already been installed in the CosmoBox VM. Here is a list of packages/libraries,
you would need to install (e.g. with the preferred package manager of your
Linux distro):

• a recent version of gcc (≥5.4)

• Python 2.7 with matplotlib, scipy, sympy, cython, ipython, jupyter

• git, wget, make

• openMPI

2 Additional Software

In order to simply the process, I wrote a few installation scripts that will help
you download and install the rest of the software we need. Notice that those are
written for the CosmoBox VM and they need some adaptation if you decided to
use your own local Linux installation. Notice further that all instructions given
here are meant to be executed within the Linux enviroment.

First, open a command-line terminal (e.g. by clicking the black icon in the
toolbar on the left of the screen). A new window like this

should open. Type in the following commands into the terminal to download
and unpack the installation scripts:

wget http://icg.port.ac.uk/~schewtsj/TPCosmoV/install scripts.tgz

tar xvfz install scripts.tgz

Now execute the following installation scripts one by one:

./install class.sh

./install montepython.sh

./install python modules.sh
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./install gadget.sh

./install solitaire.sh

3 Homework - Solitaire

As the last step of the installation process above, you also installed a digital
copy of Klondike solitaire into your Linux. You can open it by either using the
Desktop user interface or by simply typing

/usr/games/sol

into the terminal.

This leads to a little homework that should be finished by the start of the
first Numerical Cosmology lecture. Play the game STRICTLY under the
following rules (If you do not happen to know how to play this game, you
can find a short tutorial at https://cardgameheaven.com/single-player/

klondike-solitaire.html):

• Select ’Three card deals’ in the ’Klondike’ menu

• count every played and every won deal.

• Play at least 3 deals (each ’New Game’ is a new deal). You can also restart
a deal as many times as you like or use computer hints to win it, but you
have to try to win it before moving on to a new deal (i.e. either win or fail
once). Otherwise do not count the attempt. Only count each deal/game
once as played (no matter how many restarts you tried).

• do not cheat when counting your wins and losses! It is not important that
you win as we are actually interested in identifying and counting those
deals that are not winnable at all.
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